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ELECTIONS/FANTASY DAY: SUNDAY, MAY 18 AT 2
PM, Park Avenue Congregational Church, Arlington,
MA. We should be able to get through our annual
Elections as expeditiously as we usually do – and then
we’ll leap with both feet into our annual Fantasy Meeting.
Victor Troll will accompany any NEGASSer who wants to
sing any G&S or G&S-related piece – whether or not it’s
“right for your voice” ! (Is it time for another male Three
Little Maids, or female Big Black Block?)
- or are there folks who’d like to act a non-musical scene?
That’s fine, too! Do we have anyone, for instance, who has
always wanted to give Princess Ida’s pep talk, but isn’t the
right voice type to sing the role? Are there three women
who’d like to play the KoKo/Pish-Tush/Pooh-Bah dialog
scene that leads up to the Big Black Block trio? Or how
about Bab Ballad devotees? – anyone want to read one or
more?
Program Chair Carl Weggel suggests that Victor’s cellist
daughter might like to play the Lady Jane cello solo from
PATIENCE. If that’s her fantasy, is there a singer who’d
like to help her out? Are there other instrumental
fantasies we can satisfy? – an oboe solo here, a clarinet
there…?
Or shall we just plunge into one grand choral finale after
another, as we’ve done at past Fantasy meetings, allotting
solos to whoever is there?

Don’t be shy! – come and have fun! – But first, help us elect
our new board: Up for re-election this year are our President,
Treasurer, Program Chair (a one-year term),
and two
Members at Large.
Vice President Tony Parkes, who is heading our Nominating
Committee, has named a slate which consists almost entirely
of returning current members. (Even President Don Smith,
who had been hoping to retire, has confessed to willingness to
return if no replacement is found.) The big exception is the
position of Program Chair: Dave Leigh has expressed interest
in taking on this job, while Carl Weggel has not expressed the
usual crying need for respite which holders of this position
usually exhibit after a year or two – so we may actually have a
race for a change!
Note: The board hopes to hold a meeting Saturday, June 21,
to make plans for next season – join us to help in the planning,
even if you don’t want to join the Board!

HOW TO GET THERE: The Park Avenue Congregational
Church, 50 Paul Revere Road in Arlington is located at the
corner of Park Avenue and Paul Revere Road, on Park Avenue
one block south of Massachusetts Avenue in Arlington.
Local route: Drive or take the #77 Arlington Heights bus along
Massachusetts Avenue to Park Avenue, at the far west end of
town, and then travel one block south. From a distance: Take
Route 2 to the Park Avenue-Arlington exit, and drive north
along Park Avenue until Massachusetts Avenue is in sight.
Free parking is available on both Park Avenue and Paul
Revere Road.
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LAST MEETING: LMLO GONDOLIERS We are sorry to
say that NOBODY has sent Us a review of this very
successful and well-attended meeting! Too bad – because,
as everyone knows, We do not write reviews for this rag!
Having made that clear, we must say that Program
Chair/Casting Director Carl Weggel assembled a fine and
well-balanced cast. The lively Italian contingent included
Juliet Cunningham as Gianetta, Randi Kestin as Tessa,
Janice Dallas as Fiametta, and Eileen St. David as Giulia,
with Randi and Sara Ballard taking turns as last-minuteVittoria – plus Lee Patterson as Marco, Ken McPherson
as Giuseppe, Peter Cameron as Giorgio, Carl Weggel as
both Francesco and Annebale, and Jeff Weisenfreund
stepping in as an absolutely last-minute Antonio. The
Spaniards included Ourself as Casilda, Laura Gouillart as
the Duchess, Sara Ballard as Inez, John Smyth – new to
the East Coast, and very welcome! – as Luiz, Tony Parkes
as the Duke, and Walt Howe as Don Alhambra.
Our dependably fine leader David Larrick conducted the
usual fine orchestra assembled by Vic Godin – thanks are
due to Bill Venman and Valley Light Opera for their loan
of scores! Linda Silverstein, NEGASS Publicist, created a
handsome commemorative program; NEGASS Hospitality
Chair Carl Mahoney provided welcome refreshments…
and both the performers and the audience had a great
time!
[Photos page 3! -- mlc]



Tentative Meeting Schedule, 2002-2003
May 18

Elections/Fantasy Day

June 21

Possible Board Meeting – all are
welcome!

August 24

Picnic Meeting

NEXT BRAY COPY DEADLINE: August 3, 2003
Next Bray Stuffing: Sunday August 10, 2003 at 3:00 PM. Call
Us at (781) 646-9115 evenings and weekends, or send email to
marion@leedscarroll.com, for directions to Our easy-to-get-to
Arlington, MA home.
Welcome, Welcome, Welcome We New Members Dr. & Mrs.
Ernest J. Kahn, appreciative audience members from Sharon,
MA, and Cindy Carter from Waban, MA, who is another
"enthusiastic audience" member. Tell Us, Tell Us All About
It! Hearty Greeting Offer We!
—mlc





SING-OUT AGAIN! Victorian Lyric Opera Company's Third
Gilbert & Sullivan Sing-Out will be held in the Rockville
Civic Center, 603 Edmonston Dr., Rockville, MD August 29-31,
2003 (that’s Labor Day weekend!)
Visit their website
(http://www.vloc.org) or email them at vloc.singout@att.net
for more news.





PICNIC MEETING We’ll hold this year’s picnic on
Sunday, Aug 24. Dave Sheldon is offering his home
again, unless anyone else would like to volunteer. Any
preference as to the opera we
ought to sing through at the
picnic? Tell Us your thoughts!
NEXT YEAR’S MEETINGS Any
advice for a new Program Chair?
What has NEGASS been doing
right or wrong over the past few
years? Tell Us your thoughts!





BAB BALLADS Harvard
University Press has just issued a handsome, newlydesigned paperbound printing of Jim Ellis’s edition of the
Bab Ballads. Jim has offered to read from his book at an
upcoming meeting – more news as it breaks!



G&S VOCAL SCORES IN PRINT I felt the need to expand
on Dave Leigh's comments on page 4 of the March Bray. Leigh
was responding to the question about the Dover
editions of PINAFORE, PIRATES, and MIKADO. He
complains about Dover's description of some
characters' voice parts, e.g., Pish-Tush and Boatswain
as basses, the Captain as a bass-baritone, and Edith as a
mezzo-soprano. Pish-Tush and Edith were written for
those respective voice parts originally. The other two
are arguable, but I hardly see how this compromises
the scores' utility.
Leigh complains about Dover's use of clefs. Sullivan
was quite inconsistent about this. In his scores, the
same character can be in treble clef in one song, and
bass clef in another. While I can see the argument for leaving
the clefs as Sullivan did, we routinely accept similar
normalization of 'spelling' in editions of Shakespeare. The
Broude Brothers edition of TRIAL BY JURY also modernized
(putting all male basses and baritones in bass clef, even if
Sullivan had had them in treble).
[Continued below]
~2~
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Some of our
audience –
wide-ranging in
age!

And part of
what they saw:
Eileen St.
David, Sara
Ballard, Juliet
Cunningham,
Randi Kestin
and Janice
Dallas as
contadine

For more of Ron Dallas’ photos of the meeting, visit http://www.dallas-family.com/LMLO-Mar2003/thumbs/index.htm
G&S VOCAL SCORES IN PRINT continued: It is true
that the Dover scores include some of the "traditional"
modifications, but then, so do pretty much all of the G&S
scores now available, aside from the handful of scholarly
editions, none of which exist yet for the three operas
Dover has put out. Dover has, in fact, gone back to early
sources and made a good start at stripping away many
of the traditional accretions found in other scores. A
legitimate criticism is that they did so half-heartedly, but
Dover is the best available until a better product comes
out.
I agree with Leigh that Dover’s footnotes are sporadic,
but to the extent Dover gives them, readers are better

informed than they would have been had they purchased
any other edition of these operas. As long as readers
remember Leigh’s caution that the Dover footnotes aren’t
exhaustive, I see no reason to object to their presence. How
many footnotes do you find in the Schirmer, Chappell, or
Kalmus scores?
The Dover scores do have errors, although the ones Leigh
points out are pretty benign. There are a few I consider
more serious than those he mentioned; as I’ve reviewed
these scores elsewhere, I won’t repeat myself. But if one is
going to make a bottom-line recommendation, it must be
practical. The full scores Dover has issued are head and
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shoulders above anything that now exists. They’re not all
we want, but for now they’re the best we have.
Between the Dover and Schirmer scores it’s a closer call. I
consider the Dover scores an improvement, but one
might reasonably prefer the Schirmer scores because
they’re familiar, and their faults are at least well known.
-- MARC SHEPHERD
[Dave Leigh asks that We print a correction regarding last
month’s article: the address for his web site is
  



REVIEWS



UTOPIA, LTD. at MIT (Apr 5) Of all the Savoy operas
UTOPIA is the most Aristophanic. It’s not just the
Cloud-Cuckoo-Land subject matter; it’s the ill-made play
structure. It is essentially a series of entrances, or
walk-ons, or skits, a form that extends right back from
the Music Hall to the Greek Old Comedy.

have known since she was a babby) were absolutely
delightful as Nekaya and Kalyba in the lesson scene, and
Jennifer Hazel’s waltz song rang forth with every one of
Lady Sophy’s words crystal clear. Even more impressive (if
possible) was Graham Wright as Goldbury; he has a big
ringing voice and a confident manner that put his two songs
across and then some. The song about limited liability,
crucial to understanding not only the premise of the opera
but Gilbert’s rather radical attitude toward the notion of
capitalism, was the best I’ve ever heard it sung; and the
English Girl song a treat. Jonathan Weinstein’s Dramaleigh
made a goofy contrast to Wright’s sinister seductiveness; I’m
not entirely sure about getting those prim girls so drunk
where joining in the tarantella would’ve been enough.

Evan Xenakis may have it in his genes, because he has
directed the MIT production in the work’s true spirit
rather than trying to squeeze it into tidier shape, as the
mishmash production at Harvard a few seasons back
attempted to do with results disastrous to the opera.
Xenakis made one reasonable enough adjustment in
excising the Wise-Men’s-rivalry-for-Zara subplot. It
meant the loss the patter quartet and the lovely duet that
follows and a bit of adjusting in Scaphio and Phantis’s
first scene, but if you have to shorten the opera, it’s the
least disruptive means as the subplot turns out to be just
another dangling thread after all. (Gilbert did intend to
resolve it in Act II-but in the end dropped it.) Otherwise
we missed only a verse here and there; the only one I
really missed was Fitzbattleaxe’s in "Words of love"
especially given the delightful voice of Ben Hellman,
who also couldn’t have looked more the part. His Zara,
Audrey Eash, was equally appealing and managed the
introductory verses in the First Act Finale with aplomb.

The most appealing dancing was done by David Michael
Daly as the King; he’s one of those light-on-the-feet large
gents, like Zero Mostel or Jackie Gleason, and he built a
convincing character from his put-upon early scenes (with
the cynical "First you’re born" as his keynote) to the dance of
indifference right through to his assumption of the role of
limited monarch at the end. His potential nemesis, Tarara,
as played by Noelani Kamelamela (a truly Utopian name)
with gender-and-vocal-range ambiguity, provided the
necessary wackiness. Erica Schultz’s Phylla and Ricardo
Davila’s Calynx started things off well, and indeed the
motley crew of the chorus (which seemed to range in visual
effect from the Grateful Dead to a Spring Break special) did
a remarkable job with the many concerted numbers. With
David Larrick’s snappy conducting and such a stageful of
fine voices, the rummage sale look of the costumes were
matters of comparative insignificance. And unlike Harvard,
MIT supplied a full complement of Flowers of Progress,
with Albert Chan as Blushington, Arthur Dunlap as
Corcoran, and Matthew Morse as Bailey Barre all doing
themselves justice. Am I the only audience member (at
college-productions) who gets tired of the comic bios
performers supply? I would actually like to know
something real about these talented performers! [We agree! –
mlc]

The set was a gorgeous pastiche of exotica, handsomely
lit by Mike Bromberg who turned the tropical moon into
Queen Victoria at the final curtain. Curtain is, of course,
the wrong term because the Sala de Puerto Rico has
none, but the intimate space (sadly half-full) is a great
place to see G&S. With all those entrances, it’s good to
have many corners to enter from! Some of the costumes
(the twin princesses, the First Life Guards, Mr.
Goldbury) were splendid; others adequate; many rather
minimal. Big Phantis and small Scaphio (Ahmed Ismail
and Brian Bermack) made a fine comedy duo but
needn’t have looked so bizarrely tailored. Caitlin
Smythe and Rebecca Burstein (whom we at NEGASS

Let me sum up by saying this was a UTOPIA that worked,
and it’s a hard opera to do well. Whatever cuts one makes
must be made very carefully and in the spirit of Gilbert’s
eccentric structure. For all its wistfulness about the passing
of time, about the loss of innocence, about the dishonesty of
imperialist capitalist Britain, it is (thanks to Sullivan, but
also in his contradictory oddball way thanks to Gilbert) a
vibrant, even cheerful work. It’s as if it’s saying, yes, we
know the world is a mess and people are venal and silly, but
that’s what we’ve got, and as long as we know it, maybe we
can muddle through with a bit of joy. I certainly felt joyful
leaving the Sala de Puerto Rico!
-- JONATHAN STRONG
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&& UTOPIA AT MIT I saw the latest MITGASP
production both weekends, and enjoyed it thoroughly.
The later performance was more polished, and the
Phantis "understudy", Andrew Sweet, did a
substantially better job than the MIT grad student
Ahmed E. Ismail, whom I saw in the earlier
performance--in terms of a warmer voice, more
expression, and better interactions with Scaphio and the
others.
But let’s take it from the top! Paramount in the
production, so to speak, was David Michael Daly,
whose beautiful baritone and quirky charm contributed
largely to my enjoyment of the evenings. His rendition
of the blackly humorous "First you’re born," and his two
duets with Jennifer Hazel as Lady Sophy, were among
my favorite parts both times through. Jennifer has a
lovely clear voice, and created a sympathetic character in
her moving air, "When but a maid of fifteen year."
Substantial directorial cuts reduced the role of Captain
Fitzbattleaxe, and the fact that Ben Hellman is actually
not a tenor ironically required a downward transposition
of one of the best known numbers, "A tenor can’t do
himself justice." Ben was excellently cast for the part,
looking and acting every inch the British subaltern.
Audrey Eash was a fine Zara.
Brian Bermack did better as Scaphio the second time I
saw him, interacting with more liveliness as suggested
above. MIT undergraduate Noe Kamelamela (is that a
Utopian name?) was cross-cast as Tarara and was fine
musically, but unimpressive dramatically. She played
the role as suspicious and ironic. I like it a
lot better played naively. (A production
at MIT 30 years ago had Tarara dressed as
the Mad Hatter, seated on the side of the
stage drinking a large cup of tea during
several scenes.)
Graham Wright was impressive as Mr.
Goldbury. He has a beautiful voice, but ...
but ... the diction really is not there. And the part is so
contradictory ... Graham was amusing as the crooked
capitalist in the Act I finale, but was "A bright and
beautiful English girl" supposed to be entirely sung in
mockery? I couldn’t tell. I did love Jonathan
Weinstein’s Lord Dramaleigh, constantly laughing and
smiling. I won’t say a word about Nekaya and Kalyba,
played by Caitlin Smythe and Rebecca Burstein. (I
hope some other reviewer is not under the same
constraint!) [They were charming, Nancy – and I’m not
Rebecca’s mother! – mlc]
But I can’t refrain from
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mentioning that when Graham sang "Down comes her hair,
what does she care, it’s all her own and it’s worth the
showing," it was a moment to remember.
Director Evan Xenakis ingeniously solved the problem of
shortage of men by having Flowers of Progress double as
First Life Guards (who never appeared again after the scene
in which they starred). I was not impressed, however, by
his handling of the chorus--or rather lack thereof. The
women were given no choreography, and largely stood or
sat still while singing "In lazy languor motionless", "Quaff
the nectar", etc. It was all the more strikingly boring
because one excellent female chorister--you know who you
are, Randi!--inserted appropriate simple and graceful
gestures which I wish had been done by all.
Wait! One more thing! I loved freshman Ricardo Davila as
Calynx! His speeches opening the show were wonderfully
animated, and got us all smiling.
But behold, I have said enough ... everybody else was fine!
Thanks, MITGASP!
- NANCY BURSTEIN





HARVARD SORCERER The Harvard-Radcliffe Gilbert &
Sullivan Players presented SORCERER at the Agassiz
Theatre in Cambridge. This reviewer saw the first matinee
performance on Saturday April 5th. Stage Director was
Caitlin Heller, and Music Director was Marisa Green
making her musical-directing debut; a very capable debut.
The set was rather basic: a colonnade across the back
leading to the house of Sir Marmaduke (?) on the actors’
right. The (mostly) student orchestra played well, the only
criticism I had was that the brass on occasion overpowered
the singers.
The singing generally was very good. Daniel Spitzer
as Wells lived up to the Anna Russell
characterization of "the little man who pranced
around and sang the patter songs." (I don’t mean that
unfavorably.) Joseph Fishman as Sir Marmaduke
and Abby Carlin as Lady Sangazure were proper
aristocrats. Michael Moss was the rather
unsympathetic, controlling Alexis and Rachel Simowitz as
Aline was the not too bright soprano. Dr. Daly as played by
Rick DuPuy was the spacey vicar who in the end emerged
from his inhibitions in a wild dance. Matt Victory played
the Notary in a wheelchair, and had more of a voice than
some Notaries. Mrs. Partlet (Emily Donaldson) was the
ever-protective mother, and Constance (Caroline Jackson)
was the despairing would-be bride. The reconstruction of
the Ahrimanes scene in Act Two was performed by
permission of the composer David C. Larrick who was
present. Mindy Klenoff was Ahrimanes but unfortunately
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she was too far upstage, peering out from the colonnade,
for her lines to be understood by this listener. The chorus
of five men and five women, dressed in peasant
costumes, were a fine ensemble.
All in all, a most enjoyable SORCERER .
-- PETER CAMERON
&& HARVARD SORCERER The Harvard-Radcliffe
Gilbert & Sullivan Players, made up of enthusiastic
undergraduates and community members, presented an
entertaining production of SORCERER in April. Playing
in the pit, I was treated to a fine show.
Alexis and Aline, in the hands of Michael Moss and
Rachel Simowitz, were charming. Mr. Moss sang his
heart out, especially at “False one, begone!” which had
the ring of genuine emotion. Ms. Simowitz sang well,
and had a speaking voice of unusual flexibility, which
she used to shade Aline’s ditzier moments. As the
parental figures, Joseph Fishman as Sir Marmaduke and
Abby Carlin as Lady Sangazure were properly
aristocratic. Ms. Carlin sang with lovely tone, even and
unforced up and down the scale.
Daniel Spitzer was an excellent Wells, doing full justice
to his famous patter song. Rick DuPuy as Dr. Daly and
Caroline Jackson as Constance were sincere, and so
likable that they were obviously made for each other.
Matt Victory provided the Notary with amusing
moments, and Emily Donaldson had fun with Mrs.
Partlet, complete with large onion perched on her hat.

May, 2003
&&&
HARVARD
SORCERER:
ALTERNATE
VIEWPOINT I don't like writing bad reviews, but then
again I don't relish bad G&S performances. The HarvardRadcliffe production of SORCERER is an exception to their
usual history of good shows.
The set was a veranda of the Pointdexter castle, with a
stairway to arched ramparts. The set took up more than half
the playing space. The cast did well in the available space,
but the whole effect was claustrophobic.
The set was painted stonework in a very short spectrum of
grays and rose, with very little contrast. Before this bland
expanse came the male chorus, in a straight line, dressed in
gray and brown burlap. Then came Mrs. Parlett (Emily
Donaldson), and Constance (Caroline Jackson) dressed in
pale beige. The ladies of the chorus were dressed in
matching pale blue dresses. Have you ever seen a blue that
looked beige? Sir Marmaduke was dressed in a hideous
green army uniform with gold epaulettes. The whole effect
of costume and scenery followed a consistent theme: Drab.
Dull. Dreary.
In the second act the girls awoke in brown and purple
dresses (after falling asleep in their drab dresses), and
Constance wore a bright red dress, Sir Marmaduke a red
tunic. The male villager only got new vests. Apparently the
idea was a before-and-after effect of love, but the punchline
just wasn't worth the drabness of the first act.

The bass role of Ahrimanes, composed by David Larrick
for Sudbury’s 1992 production and revived in 2002, was
here given to a mezzo, Mindy Klenoff. She worked very
hard, but to my ear, the role required a rich bass timbre
for the scene to be truly effective.

To get right to it, this play suffered (as did the audience; I
know the difference between enthusiastic and polite
applause) from a lack of direction. The chorus sang directly
to the audience, standing in straight lines. When people
finished their lines they simply stood where they were until
their next line. So the show was a progression of one
postcard picture to another. In the "I Like You" number the
five pairs of the chorus did the exact same bits of business.

The full cast, singing heartily, made the choruses sound
“easy, in elegant diction.” Also delightful was the lilting
minuet in Act I. Played by a solo string quintet, led by
concertmaster Filbert Hong, it was graceful
in tone and supple in rhythm, with just
enough ornamentation.

There is an acting technique to check the visuals of a scene;
miming. Play the scene without words. If it doesn’t carry the
scene, the words won’t help. It would have helped in the
Aline-Alexis-Dr. Daly scene, because they weren’t
listening to each other. That’s the basic failing of the
direction; action is everything, words are secondary.

The music director, Marisa Green, was
poised, competent, and clear. Stage director
Caitlin Heller maintained a nice pace
throughout.
Talented undergraduates
enjoying G&S are good news to local
Savoyard groups, as this is where we’ll find
our future performers. Congratulations to all!
-- ALESSANDRA KINGSFORD

I have two actors to take to task. Dr. Daly is an older
man, not an old, old man. He should be modeled
after Walter Pidgeon, not a washed out, shuffling
Barry Fitzgerald. Constance has to see something
appealing in him. It’s the same mistake they made
with Dame Carruthers in YEOMEN. Sir Marmaduke
played his first role with HRG&S, and showed all
the animation of a pompous coatrack.
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Singers of note: Caroline Jackson (Constance) is brightfaced and fun to watch. She reached the limit of her
range in "Dear friends, take pity on my lot" but
otherwise did very well. Michael Moss (Alexis) was
strong and clear; Rachel Simowitz (Aline) paired well
with Michael, but her facial muggings weren’t worthy of
a 6th grader. A short viewing of some home movies of
her performance should cure that. Abby Carlin (Lady
Sangazure) was excellent. Rick DuPuy (Dr. Daly) was
weak and washed out, but he was saddled with that
characterization. He should have been more energetic.
The chorus was clearly capable of delivering a better
performance had they been better directed.
Then there is Daniel Spitzer (J. Wellington Wells). In his
first scene I said to myself "He’d make a good PoohBah." It turns out he was Pish-Tush in the last MIKADO,
which he played as Chico Marx. He tried the same thing
as J. Wellington, which didn’t work too well. He was
into his role, and was having fun with it. A good acting
coach could get a great performance out of him.
Which brings me back to my main complaint; no
direction, no choreography, poor sets and costumes. This
was a good group of kids, and they deserve a better
memory for their efforts.
Harvard has no Theater program, so what they produce
depends on the talent and efforts of the members.
HRG&S has produced some fantastic shows, some great
shows, and some good shows. They have to find a
failsafe system to warn them when something isn’t
working; advice and review from alumni, local amateur
groups, someone with a track record of success.
– DON BILODEAU



CALENDAR




CC Auditions for Valley Light Opera VLO’s fall 2003
show, PINAFORE, will be held
May 17 and 18 at First
Congregational Church in Amherst,
MA. Performances will be Nov. 7,
8, 9, 14, and 15, 2003. Visit their
web site at http://www.vlo.org/
or phone producer Jacqueline
Haney (413) 585-5769 for more info.
CC The Savoyard Light Opera Company will hold
auditions May 19 and 20 in the Corey Auditorium at
Carlisle Middle School, Church Street, Carlisle, MA for
their November 2003 production, IOLANTHE.
nd
Rehearsals will begin on September 2 . Email

sloc@tiac.net, visit http://www.savoyardlightopera.org/
or phone 978-371-SLOC (7562) to make an appointment for a
lead audition. (Ensemble auditions do not require an
appointment and will start promptly at 7:00 pm)

CC West Bay Chorale in Warwick, RI, will perform
MIKADO May 17th, 8pm and May 18th at 3pm. The cast
includes Katisha: Dianne Nahigian; Ko-Ko: Kevin
Valentine; The Mikado: Bob Cleasby; Nanki-Poo: Krishan
Oberoi; Pish-Tush: Bob Houghtaling; Pitti-Sing: Jane
Kratsch; Peep-Bo: Lisa Calkins; Pooh-Bah: David Price;
and Yum-Yum: Diana McVey, with orchestra and a chorus
of local talent. For more info, contact Tonya Ricketts at
tonyaclady@msn.com
CC The MIT G&S Players announce interviews for
directors and production staff for their fall production,
RUDDIGORE. [Dame Rumour whispers that THESPIS is also
in the works for next year!… and they’re talking about Carmen
for this summer – but We know it isn’t… it isn’t even funny! mlc] For more info, e-mail savoyards-request@mit.edu,
phone
(617)
253-0190,
or
visit
http://web.mit.edu/gsp/www/.
May 25, 1878, H.M.S. Pinafore opens
May 27, 1883, Sullivan is knighted
May 29, 1911, W.S. Gilbert dies

CC Ohio Light Opera’s summer 2003 repertory season,
which will begin in early June, will include PIRATES and
GRAND DUKE. For more info call (330) 263-2345, email:
OH_LT_OPERA@wooster.edu, or visit
http://www.wooster.edu/OH_LT_OPERA/
CCThe Middletown-based Connecticut G&S Society
will hold open auditions for GONDOLIERS on June 8 and
10 from 6 to 8pm at Congregation Adath Israel, 48 Old
Church Street, Middletown. Accompanist provided. The
production, with full orchestra conducted by Dr. John
Dreslin, will take place at Middletown High School on
November 7, 8 and 9. Rehearsals begin in August. Bob
Cumming will direct. Phone 1-800-866-1606 or write to
PO Box 2152, Middletown, CT 06457.
CC Salisbury Lyric Opera will present MIKADO
June 13-29, Thurs, Fri and Sat at 8 PM, Sun at 2 PM at the
Foothills Theater in Worcester, MA. NEGASS VP Tony
Parkes is the Mikado himself; Kris Maples, a Sudbury
regular, is Peep-Bo, and Leah Tsamous, Sudbury’s recent
Lady Jane, will be Katisha. Call the Foothills box office at
508-754-4018 for tix. For more information, call 508-799-3848
or visit www.salisburysingers.org
CC The Gilbert & Sullivan Society of New York plans
it final meeting this year on June 14 at CAMI Hall, 165 W. 57
~7~
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St., NY. Doors open at 7:30; the meeting starts at 7:45,
and the Inner Brotherhood go out for coffee afterwards.
Visit http://g-and-s.org/ for more details.

CC Nashua Choral Society plans an open sing of
MIKADO on June 23 at 7:30 at Nashua Baptist Church,
555 Broad Street (Route 130), Nashua, NH 03063.
Admission is $5. Some lead roles are still available –
contact conductor Richard Larraga at r2al@yahoo.com if
you’re interested.
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We’d like to remind folks: To subscribe to SavoyNet, the G&S
mailing list, send the message “Subscribe SavoyNet (your full
name)” to the address listserv@bridgewater.edu - and you’ll be
sent all the information you need.
: ) : ): ) : ): ) : ): ) : ): ) : ): ) : ): ) : ): ) : ) : ) : ): ) : ): ) : ): ) : )

THE NEW ENGLAND GILBERT AND

SULLIVAN SOCIETY

June 30, 1907, Gilbert is knighted

PO Box 367, Arlington, MA 02476-0004

CC The Gilbert & Sullivan Society of Hancock
County (ME) plans PATIENCE the evenings of July 10,
11, and 12, with a matinee on July 13. This is a repeat of
their successful winter production, which received a
wonderful review by Nan Lincoln in the Ellsworth [ME]
Weekly Visit http://ellsworthme.org/gsshc/ or email
smithnd@earthlink.net for more info.

Send electronic contributions to editor@negass.org
President J. DONALD SMITH:
(508) 823-5110; president@negass.org
Vice-President TONY PARKES: vp@negass.org
Secretary JENNIFER MORRIS:
(508) 624-4100 x544
Treasurer RICHARD FREEDMAN:
(978) 362-2140; treasurer@negass.org and
http://www.rfreedman.org
Program Chair CARL WEGGEL: (978) 474-0396
programchair@negass.org

CC Longwood Opera’s ever-popular Gilbert and
Sullivan Night will take place this year on July 29. For
more
info
call
781-455-0960,
or
visit
http://home.earthlink.net/~brumit/index.html

Members at Large:

CC Juliet Cunningham’s Annual Gilbert and
Sullivan Summer Sings: 7:30 P.M every Wednesday in
July. Boston Church of the New Jerusalem, 140 Bowdoin
Street, Beacon Hill, Boston, MA. To sing a lead, call
ahead (617-361-3828 or OLIVAMJ3@aol.com) or show up
at 7 o’clock. $5.00 Donation requested. Schedule: July
2 PINAFORE; July 9 PIRATES; July 16 PATIENCE;
July 23 YEOMEN; July 30 MIKADO

PETER CAMERON: (978) 975-0405
Hospitality Chair: CAROL MAHONEY: carol@negass.org
Company Promoter: LINDA SILVERSTEIN:(781) 828-6361
or linda@negass.org
Membership Officer: JANICE DALLAS: (781) 643-2537,
membership@negass.org
Newsletter Editor: MARION LEEDS CARROLL
(781) 646-9115; editor@negass.org and

CC The Sudbury Savoyards have already selected next
year’s show: Spring 2004 will feature PIRATES. For
more
information,
call
978-443-8811,
email
info@sudburysavoyards.org, or check out their website
at http://www.sudburysavoyards.org/ [By the way – if
you loved their 2003 production of PATIENCE and wish you
could hear it over and over, ask one of the cast members to lend
you a copy of their CD!]

http://www.leedscarroll.com

NEGASS membership dues are $15 and up. Please send
membership inquiries to Janice Dallas, 63 Everett St.,
Arlington, MA 02474-6921
Visit the NEGASS Web Site at
http://www.negass.org
The Trumpet Bray can be read on line at
http://negass.orgz/Bray/Trumpet_Bray.html
- or download pdf versions of recent issues at
http://negass.org/bray/pdf/

The 10th International Gilbert and Sullivan Festival
will take place in Buxton, Derbyshire, England
Saturday, July 26 - Sunday, August 17. Visit the current
Festival web site at http://www.gs-festival.co.uk/ for
more info. This year’s newsletter includes provisional
dates for the Festival for the next five years, so that
attendees can plan more than one year at a time.
SavoyNet’s production in this year’s Festival will be
th
UTOPIA, and will take place Tuesday, August 5 .

To receive Between-Bray E-Mails, join the NEGASS email list at
http://www.negass.org/Pages/EMail.html

Visit the Gilbert and Sullivan Archive at
http://diamond.boisestate.edu/gas/
For printable (pdf) copies of recent issues of The Trumpet Bray,
visit http://negass.org/bray/pdf/
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